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In such a competitive industry, there are a handful of really exceptional quality games. While most of
the games on this list are not going to be the next Grand Theft Auto or Assassin's Creed, you really
can’t argue that they all offer great gameplay, well made worlds, and beautiful aesthetics. Happy

gaming, friends!  There are a few games that just take a page from Grand Theft Autos handbook and
make their games purely about killing. Vigilance attempts to hit that mark with an all-out car pack of

quick-play game modes like Donut Stunt Run and Strafe Run. Actions like shooting in bursts and
flipping vehicles can make for a fun rush, but the game also offers the opportunity to tackle pure
events like free-roaming to save humanity in an open world environment. Vigilance also excels at

long-term play, as its easy to get wrapped up in the game and see a storyline advance quickly.
Players can amass a vast cache of vehicles and weapons with perks, all while healing and repairing

their car. Shadow of the Tomb Raider is a difficult but unique action game starring a character who is
not Lara Croft. You take control of Calum Forrester, who at first seems like a lady with a gun.

Unfortunately, the game tells you as you begin that Calum is actually a 17-year-old boy who has lost
his family, and who stumbles into an adventure involving a series of ancient tombs and new

mysteries. The Shadow series brings similar dark, mysterious aesthetic and tone to Tomb Raiders
setup, exploring a satisfying series of tombs and mysteries with Calum. A fun tale and action-

oriented gameplay will keep fans satisfied.
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Set in a post-apocalyptic wasteland ruled by giant monsters, Metro: Last Light offers a tense, tension-
filled experience with both story and survival gameplay. Fighting to make it from one god-forsaken

city to another, youll encounter different types of animals and wisecracking survivors along the way.
Youll also have to compete against other survivors in various mini-games to gain what you need,

along with the oppurtunity to sabotage others to gain the upper hand. Theres a lot to do here, and
theres even a story mode to follow if you like. Its a solid survival game with plenty of content to keep

you busy for a while. Embrace the web-series, because Fullscreen Star Wars is incredibly
entertaining. Explore your way to Xemnas secret hideout as you discover secrets, fight other

enemies, and work your way to the planet of Endor. Players will take on the role of a digital copy of a
tribute of Vader that must use his force-powered light saber to fight the invading imperial army. Full
of western-style humor, the game is a platformer where the planets enemies are the same size as
the player, and theres no rules to the game. Turn-based combat also makes for a nice addition, as

theres room for some strategy along the way. Fullscreen Star Wars is funny, fun, and even a bit
spiritual, at least in the Star Wars world. The General is the perfect game to play on a rainy day.
Theres a lot to do in the game, ranging from the standard adventuring, crafting, and RPG-esque
gameplay, to a nice story, and exploration. The quest-based gameplay can feel a bit repetitive at

times, but the atmosphere and presentation pull you right in. Theres a ton of things to do, and theres
even a bit of fighting, which is always a plus. 5ec8ef588b
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